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THE END GAME
The player is given all eight questions from both sides of an End Game 
card by the player to their left. For each correct answer a board is placed 
WIN side showing. For each incorrect answer a board is placed LOSE side 
showing. The boards are to be placed in the order that the questions are 
given and are placed from left to right when facing the Target stand.
The winning Player then launches the coin.
If the Coin lands in a WIN slot that player wins the game.
If the Coin lands in a LOSE slot, the player with the second highest score 
with the same set up.
If they fail, the next highest scoring player rolls and so on. Players on 
equal scores toss the coin to see who rolls.
If a player gets eight correct answers they only have to land the Coin 
inside any Target slot to win.

Coin Launcher, Coin, Game Board, Target Stand, 7 x Target/Board 
supports,  5 x double-sided Target Boards, 8 x double-sided 

Win/Lose Boards, 120 double-sided Multiple-choice question cards 
(480 questions), 30 double-sided End Game question cards (240 

questions), 65 Banknotes.

A Game for
3 to 6 Players

Ages 8+
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PREPARATION

MULTIPLE CHOICE CARDSPLAY

The Multiple-Choice question cards are taken from the front of the card 
box and the question is given to the player whose turn it is by the player 
to their left. The answer to each question is on the reverse of the card in 
the small gold circle which allows the player to view the question and the 
three possible answers. After every two questions have been completed, 
the card is reversed and placed to the back of the card box

The player going first inserts the Coin into the Launcher and presses the 
On button which will move the launcher from side to side. The Player then 
decides when to launch the coin by pressing the red button. 
If a Player’s coin does not reach a slot, they have a second chance. 
However; if a player does not reach a slot with a second consecutive 
launch this will result in a player being made bankrupt, losing their money 
and ending their turn.

Clip together the two parts of Target Stand and insert 2 x Target supports. 
Slide board into place with arrows pointing towards the Target stand and 
press against Target slots. Raise the other end of board and slot the side 
and corner supports as shown in the diagram.
Place the Coin Launcher into the edge of the board where indicated.
Place Card 1 Side A of the Target boards into the stand facing towards the 
Launcher. 
Each player is given £8000. The youngest player (or team with the 
youngest player) starts.

The slot that the coin lands in will determine what happens next…
If the Coin lands in a Gold slot, the player is given a multiple-choice 
question taken from the multiple choice pack which is asked by the player 
to the left.
If a correct answer is given, the amount that was rolled is won. The Player 
then decides on whether or not to continue with another roll. If an 
incorrect answer is given they win nothing and lose control of the board.
If it lands in a Steal slot, the player steals from whoever they choose. If no 
other player holds any money, then none is stolen but the player still 
needs to have answered the question correctly in order to retain control 
of the board.
If the Coin lands in a Red slot, the player’s score is adjusted accordingly 
and they also lose control of the board.
After every completed turn the question slider on top of the target is 
moved along one space.
After every three completed turns the Target card in the Stand is replaced 
by the next card in sequence. After the first three turns Card 2 Side A is 
used. After six turns Card 3 Side A is used and so on. The B-sides are 
used for the next game.
A player in control can choose to pass any time before the next roll. If so 
the next player to the left must take the turn.
The Player with the most money after fifteen turns have been completed 
goes on to play the End Game.


